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 PUBLISHED BY MACMILLAN AND CO., LONDON AND NEW YORK.

 No. 3.] DECEMBER 1894. [PRICE SIXPENCE.

 THE ECCENTRIC CIRCLE OF BOSCOVICH.

 II. CONSIDERATION of the special case in which the centre
 of the eccentric circle lies on the straight line whose points
 of intersection with the conic are required.

 In whatfollows it will be convenient to abandon the system

 of lettering adopted by Boscovich which we have hitherto followed,

 and as far as possible to use that common to modern text books.

 1. Having given the focus, directrix, and eccentricity of a
 conic, to find its intersection with a given straight line.

 Let the given straight line HK (Fig. 1) cut the directrix
 in Z. Take any point O on HK and draw OL perpen-
 dicular to the directrix. With centre O and radius eOL

 describe a circle cutting SZ in Q, q. Through S draw
 SP, Sp parallel to OQ, Oq meeting HK in P, p. Then P, p
 are the required points of intersection.

 Draw PM perpendicular to the directrix.
 Then SP: PZ ::OQ: OZ by similar triangles.
 And PZ: PM: OZ OL

 . SP:PM::OQ:OL.
 .'. SP=ePM.

 . P lies on the conic.

 Similarly p lies on the conic.
 Conversely it may be shown that if a straight line HK,

 meeting the directrix in Z, cut the conic in P, p and from
 a point 0 on HK straight lines OQ, Oq are drawn parallel
 to SP, Sp to meet SZ in Q, q-

 OQ = eOL = Oq,
 when OL is perpendicular to the directrix.

 Hence (i.) SZ is equally inclined to SP, Sp; (ii.) HK
 cannot cut the conic in more than two points.

 2. To find any number of points on a conic whose focus,
 directrix, and eccentricity are given.

 From any point 0 (Fig. 1) draw OL perpendicular to
 the directrix. With centre 0 and radius eOL describe a

 circle. Draw any radius OQ. Join SQ, cutting the
 directrix in Z. Draw SP parallel to OQ, cutting OZ in
 P. Then by the above demonstration P is a point on the
 conic.

 It is worthy of remark that-
 (i.) SP:OQ: :SZ:ZQ.

 (ii.) The ratio SZ: ZQ is finite except where Q coincides
 with Z.

 Hence when e < 1, SP always remains finite.
 ,, e = 1, SP becomes indefinitely great only as

 its direction approaches to that of
 OZ.

 ,, e> 1, SP becomes indefinitely great when
 its direction approaches that of either
 ON, On, N, n being the points where
 the circle cuts the directrix.1

 Returning to proposition 1 it is clear (i.) that if Q, q
 coincide so also do P,p and conversely. Hence if SQ
 touches the circle, OP touches the conic, and con-
 versely.

 (ii.) If the tangent at P meet the directrix in Z then ZSP
 is a right angle. Hence the solution of the following
 problem:-

 3. From a given point to draw a pair of tangents to a conic

 whose focus, directrix, and eccentricity are given.

 From the given point O (Fig. 2) draw OL perpendicular
 to the directrix. With centre O and radius eOL describe

 a circle, and from S draw SQ touching the circle in Q and
 cutting the directrix in Z. Then OZ shall be a tangent to
 the conic. Draw SP parallel to OQ, meeting OZ in P, and
 draw PM perpendicular to the directrix.

 Then SP: PZ ::OQ: OZ.
 And PZ: PM :: OZ: OL.

 ..SP:PM::OQ:OL.
 .. SP = ePM.

 . P lies on the conic.

 And since angle ZSP = angle OQZ, which is right, there-
 fore OP is a tangent.

 Similarly a second tangent can be drawn.
 Conversely, if from a point O on the tangent at P to a

 conic which meets the directrix in Z, perpendiculars OQ,
 OL be drawn to SZ and the directrix, then OQ = eOL.

 It easily follows that if OP, Op are tangents to a conic
 from O, then angle OSP = angle OSp. (See Haslam and
 Edwards, p. 9.)

 Compare I. 3. In the diagrams 3, 4, 5 on the sheet supplied
 with No. 1 of the Gazette the points N, n should be supplied.
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 III. General treatment of Boscovich's method as one of

 transformation.1

 1. Def.-Let AB (Fig. 3) be a given fixed straight line, S
 and 0 two given fixed points, SP and OQ any pair of parallels
 through S and 0, then if OP, SQ intersect on AB, the points
 P aqnd Q are said to " correspond " to each other.

 Note that if Z be the point of intersection of OP, SQ-
 SP: OQ :: SZ : QZ.

 Hence if Q approaches indefinitely near to AB, P recedes
 to infinity.

 Similarly if P approaches indefinitely near to AB, Q
 recedes to infinity.

 From this property the line AB will be called the
 vanishing line and be denoted by v.l.

 2. Prop.-If P describes a straight line PH meeting the
 vanishing line AB in H, then Q describes a straight line LQ
 parallel to SH.

 Let the parallel to PH (Fig. 3) through 0 meet AB in
 L. Then L is a fixed point. Join LQ.

 By similar triangles LZ: ZO: HZ: ZP.
 And ZO: ZQ:: ZP :ZS,

 .. LZ: ZQ:: HZ: ZS.

 And angle LZQ = angle HZS.
 . angle ZLQ = angle ZHS.
 . Q lies on a fixed straight line LQ parallel to SH.

 Hence the following definition :
 3. Corresponding straight lines are such that each is the

 locus of a point which corresponds to a point on the other.

 Instead of proceeding in the above order it is plain that-
 (i.) We might have first given the following definition of

 corresponding straight lines:-
 Let AB be a given fixed straight line, 0 and S any two given

 fixed points, HP, LQ any two lines drawn from points H and L

 on AB parallel to OL, SH; then the lines HP, LQ are said to
 "correspond " to each other.

 (ii.) We might then have proved the following proposi-
 tion:-

 If a straight line PH pass through a fixed point P, then the

 corresponding straight line LQ passes through a fixed point Q
 such that SP and OQ are parallel.

 (iii.) We might then have defined corresponding points as
 the points of intersection of corresponding straight lines.

 The process of obtaining from a given straight line PH
 the straight line LQ which corresponds to it is called
 reversion. To distinguish between the original PH and LQ
 the derived line LQ is called the reverse of PH, while PH is
 called the obverse of LQ.2 Note that the relationship is not
 strictly reciprocal unless 0 and S coincide.

 4. A given angle may be reverted into an angle of any given
 magnitude.

 Let the arms CB, CA (Fig. 4) of the given angle BCA
 1 In a paper on The Discovery and the Geometrical Treatment of the

 Conic Sections, read before the A. I. G. T. in 1884 and published in
 the Tenth General Report, Dr. Taylor strongly advocated the use of
 Boscovich's eccentric circle, and remarked on it as "one of the
 simplest introductions to homographic transformation in general."

 2 See Dr. Taylor's Ancient and Modern Geometry of Conics.

 meet the v.l. in a, b, and let S be any point on the arc aSb
 containing an angle of the given magnitude. Through O
 draw parallels to aC, bC meeting the v.l. in a', b'. Through
 a', b' draw a'C', b'C' parallel to Sa, Sb. Then angle a'C'b',
 which is the reverse of angle aCb, has the given magnitude.

 5. A1 given triangle may be reverted into an equilateral
 triangle.

 Let the sides BC, CA, AB of the given triangle meet
 the v.l. in a, b, c (Fig. 4). Let S be the intersection of the
 circumcircles of the equilateral triangles described on ab,
 be. Through 0 draw parallels to BC, CA, AB meeting the
 v.1. in a', b', c. Through a', b', c' draw parallels B'C', C'A',
 A'B' to Sa, Sb, Sc. Then triangle A'B'C', which is the
 reverse of triangle ABC, is equilateral.

 6. Any quadrilateral may be reverted into (i.) a parallelo-

 gram ; (ii.) a rectangle; (iii.) a square.

 (i.) Let AB, CD meet in E; BC, DA in F; then for all
 positions of S the reverse quadrilateral is a parallelo-
 gram, if we revert EF to infinity.

 (ii.) If S is taken anywhere on the circle which has EF
 for a diameter, the reverse quadrilateral will be a
 right-angled parallelogram.

 (iii.) Let the diagonals AC, DB meet EF in H, K, then if
 S be taken at one of the points of intersection of the
 circles whose diameters are EF, HK, the diagonals as
 well as the adjacent sides of the reverse quadrilateral
 will be at right angles. Hence it is a square.

 7. Tangents revert into tangents.

 Hence all properties of poles and polars revert.
 8. The cross ratio of a pencil is unaltered by reversion.

 Let the rays of a pencil whose vertex is P meet the v.l.
 in a, b, c, d, and the corresponding rays through the reverse

 point Q meet the v.l. in a', b', c', d'.
 Then Q(a'b'c'd') = S(abcd),

 = P(abcd).
 9. Hence the anharmonic property of a conic. For by

 taking S at the focus and the directrix for v.l. a conic
 can be reverted into a circle.

 Hence also a conic reverts into a conic.

 10. If the polar of S be taken for vanishing line a conic
 reverts into a conic whose centre is 0.

 11. A given conic reverts into an (iii.) ellipse, (ii.) a para-
 bola, (i.) a hyperbola, according as the v.l. (i.) cuts, (ii.) touches,

 (iii.) does not meet the given conic.

 12. If a chord of a conic subtend a right angle at a fixed
 point S on the conic, it always passes through a fixed point on
 the normal at S (Fregier's Theorem).

 The following neat proof is given by Haslam and
 Edwards, p. 101:--

 Let Pp, Pp' (Fig. 5), two of the chords subtending
 right angles at S, intersect in E.

 Take the polar of E for v.l.
 Then the corresponding chords Qq, Q'q' of the reverse

 conic intersect at F, which must be its centre since its

 polar is at infinity.

 18
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 But QOq, Q'O'q' are right angles.
 Hence QF = OF = qF = Q'F = q'F.
 .'. The reverse conic is a circle.

 Hence the reverse Q"q' of any other chord P'p" sub-
 tending a right angle at S must pass through F, since Q"Oq"
 is a right angle. Hence P"p" must pass through E.

 13. Any conic can be reverted into a circle, any straight
 line which does not cut it being taken for the vanishing line.

 For the proof see Haslan and Edwards, p. 99.
 IV. Connection between reversion and perspective pro-

 jection.
 It requires very little acquaintance on the part of the

 student with the method of perspective projection to enable
 him to discover the close analogy of the results obtained by
 the method of reversion and by that of perspective projection,

 the resemblance extending even to minute details of con-
 struction. Geometrical instinct naturally leads us to sup-
 pose that there must exist some close relationship between
 the two methods. We proceed to demonstrate its existence.

 On the opposite side of the vanishing line AB to O
 (Fig. 6), and at an equal distance from it draw a straight
 line parallel to it. Let OP cut this parallel in K, and
 draw KU parallel to SQ to meet SP in U.

 Then SU: SP:: ZK: ZP

 : :OZ: ZP

 ::OQ SP,
 . SU OQ.

 . The locus of U is congruent with that of Q.
 But U is the perspective projection of P, S being the

 vertex and HK the axis of perspective.

 Now there is no reason why 0 and S should not coin-
 cide, and then Boscovich's transformation will be absolutely
 identical with the perspective projection. All we have to
 do is to take our axis of perspective on the opposite side
 of the vanishing line to the vertex S and at an equal
 distance from it. The figure is worthy of some attention.

 E. M. LANGLEY.

 GREEK GEOMETERS BEFORE EUCLID.

 (Continued from No. 1.)

 PYTHAGORAS AND THE ITALIC SCHOOL.

 Pythagoras was born in Samos about 580 B.C. The
 statements regarding his masters are destitute of solid
 historical foundation, and so are the accounts of his travels.
 It is known, however, that he visited Egypt. He may have
 taught in Samos, but whether he did not obtain sufficient
 consideration among his fellow-citizens, or whether he wished
 to withdraw from the tyranny of Polycrates, he removed
 to Croton about 540 B.C. There he founded an associa-

 tion, less scientific than politico-religious, which eventually
 became the nucleus of the aristocratic party. About this
 time a democratic movement convulsed all the Greek

 States, and, in consequence, the Pythagorean school was
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 PYTHAGORAS AND THE ITALIC SCHOOL.

 Pythagoras was born in Samos about 580 B.C. The
 statements regarding his masters are destitute of solid
 historical foundation, and so are the accounts of his travels.
 It is known, however, that he visited Egypt. He may have
 taught in Samos, but whether he did not obtain sufficient
 consideration among his fellow-citizens, or whether he wished
 to withdraw from the tyranny of Polycrates, he removed
 to Croton about 540 B.C. There he founded an associa-

 tion, less scientific than politico-religious, which eventually
 became the nucleus of the aristocratic party. About this
 time a democratic movement convulsed all the Greek

 States, and, in consequence, the Pythagorean school was
 dissolved, and its members dispersed. What happened to
 the head of the school is not known, whether he was killed
 dissolved, and its members dispersed. What happened to
 the head of the school is not known, whether he was killed
 dissolved, and its members dispersed. What happened to
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 in a tumult at Croton, or died a natural death in exile
 at Metapontum.

 The ancient testimonies regarding Pythagoras and the
 Pythagoreans are not always in accord with each other,
 and it is impossible to distinguish between what is due to
 the master and what to his disciples. Eudemus states that
 Pythagoras raised geometry to the dignity of a science,
 that he gave to mathematics the name it now bears, and
 that the three proportions, arithmetical, geometrical,
 harmonical, were known to him. He also ascribes to the
 Pythagoreans the theorem that the sum of the three angles
 of any triangle is equal to two right angles (they proved it
 by drawing through the vertex a parallel to the base), and
 the closely related theorem that only three regular poly-
 gons (the equilateral triangle, the square, the regular
 hexagon) can fill up the space round a point. It may,
 however, be reasonably conjectured that the Egyptians
 were aware of the latter fact from experiment, and that
 Pythagoras or his disciples gave it a rigorous proof. The
 question of dividing the plane into regular congruent poly-
 gons is intimately connected with another discovery
 attributed to Pythagoras, that of the construction of the
 five regular polyhedrons. Of these cosmic figures, as Proclus
 calls them, the cube, the tetrahedron, and the octahedron

 were known to the Egyptians. To the Pythagoreans were
 due the problems concerning the application (parabola), the
 application in excess (hyperbola), and the application in
 defect (ellipse) of areas. What these problems are may be
 seen by consulting Euclid I. 44 and VI. 28, 29. Plutarch
 testifies that the problem of constructing a figure similar to

 a second figure and equal to a third was resolved by
 Pythagoras, and that he offered a sacrifice to the gods in
 gratitude for its solution. The same story of a sacrifice
 attaches to the discovery of the famous theorem of the
 three squares (Euclid I. 47), which in one particular case
 (the triangle with sides 3, 4, 5) was known to the Egyptians.
 Professor Loria inclines to the opinion that it was this
 property of the right-angled triangle which disclosed to
 Pythagoras the existence of irrational quantities; while
 Dr. Allman thinks this great discovery was rather owing to
 the problem: To cut a line in extreme and mean ratio.
 Such a mode of section must have been known to the

 brotherhood who adopted for their symbol of recognition
 the pentalpha or regular star pentagon.

 J. S. MACKAY.

 CAJORI'S HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS.1

 The extraordinary development, ramification, and
 specialisation which our generation sees in all science, but
 especially in the queen of sciences, mathematics, makes
 imperative a determined attempt to keep connected these
 new and growing fields.

 For the individual, one way is so superior to all others
 that it must become a necessary part of real culture,

 1 A istory of Mathematics. By Florian Cajori. Macmillan & Co.,
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